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This study basically aims at analyzing the last 15 
years of trade between Turkey and Iran and finding 
the potential areas of increase in trade. After looking at 
the general economic situation of each country and looking 
at the history of trade between the two countries, the share 
of each country in the total trade of the other country is 
analyzed to find the variations during the past years.
The next step is the analysis of the composition of trade 
among the two countries to find the potential areas of 
increase in trade of each item. Finally both the political 
and economic views of the countries are analyzed to see 
their inclination towards expanding the economic relations.
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1.IMT.RQDUCTI0M
1.1.Introduction :
The object of this thesis is to study the last 15 years of 
trade between Turkey and Iran and find the potential areas 
of increase in trade among these countries by analyzing 
their capacities, needs, and political views.
During the last 15 years a lot of changes and incidents 
such as the 1979 revolution in Iran, the military takeover 
in Turkey, Iran-Iraq war, and the Gulf crisis occurred in 
the region which affected the governments policies and as a 
result the trades between the two countries both adversely 
and positively. On the other hand the strategic location of 
both countries has had an important effect on the policies 
and subsequently on their trade policies.
After studying the current economic situation of each 
country, the history of trade and developments in trade in 
different periods is analyzed. Finally the reasons and 
motives for the expansion of trade between the two country 
are analyzed.
2 . ECONOMIC OVERVIEW  OF TURKEY
The liberal economic policies adopted in 1980 forced 
Turkey's economy to grow faster. Exports have risen continuously 
since 1980, growing from $5.7 billion in 1983 to $12.9 billion 
in 1990. The rapid pace of both public and private investment 
has outstripped Turkey's domestic resources , and substantial 
current account deficits have induced Turkey to seek new foreign 
resources to make possible continued growth .
Total foreign debt now stands at over $49 billion, versus 
$18.4 billion in 1983. The maturity structure of this debt, 
about 23 percent in short term obligations, puts the 
government under pressure to continue its borrowing at a 
sustainable level. Realizing that new borrowing is not 
sustainable over the long term, Turkey has given priority to 
attracting direct foreign investment. The innovative 
buiId-operate-transfer concept has had success in attracting 
investors to Turkey.
Another mean the Turkish government is using to help
better balance Turkey's supply and use of financial resources
is its privatization program. Income generation is only one
consideration of the privatization program. The government
also hopes to prime Turkey's capital market with an attractive
selection of equities. Thus channeling more of its citizens'
saving into productive financial instruments (from gold and
real state).
Turkey is one of the few food supplier countries of the 
world and has established itself as a food and fibers 
exporters. Among its most important agricultural products 
produced in Turkey are wheat, barley, cotton, tobacco, hazel 
nuts, fruits, pulses, sugar beets, olives, corn, sunflower 
seeds, and many types of vegetables. Production of live stock, 
poultry, and dairy food is also expanding.
Turkey's industry is more modern and diversified than 
that of most developing countries. Generally speaking, heavy 
industry is composed of state-owned companies that supply 
basic industrial raw material such as steel, chemicals, paper, 
and aluminum to private sector companies, which manufacture 
intermediate and finished consumer and light industrial goods.
More recently, the state-owned companies have begun to 
expand into capital goods manufacture<eg.machine tools), while 
the private sector has successfully diversified into raw 
materials processing and heavy industrial goods.
The export of services is also important to the 
Turkish economy. Today over 150 Turkish construction and 
engineering firms have contracts valued in excess of $20 
billion in Middle Eastern and North African countries. Turkish 
construction industry sources estimate that more than $10 
billion in new contracts will be awarded for the 
reconstruction of Iran and Iraq after the Gulf war.(Overseas 
Business Reports, Turkey,1988)
The potential for significant export growth exists. 
Greater emphasis on marketing, quality control and 
diversification of exports to countries benefiting from lower 
oil prices will also be necessary since the final price of 
exports will be lower than other countries.
2.1.Industry Overview
The gross domestic product has averaged a 5.5 percent 
growth rate since 1980 and is continuing to grow. 
Industrialization was the fundamental factor for this 
rapid economic growth. Over the past 10 years, the industrial 
sector has overtaken agriculture which was the most 
important contributor to G.D.P.
current 1prices (% of total)
1980 1988 1989 1990
Industry 25 33 31 29
Construction 5 4 4 4
Agriculture 23 17 17 18
Services 47 47 48 49
SourceiCentral Bank Of Turkey, Monthly Bulletin
Industry(notably manufacturing) has moved well ahead of 
agriculture since the 1960's in term of both its share of GDP 
and its contribution to economic growth. During 1981-90 
industry grew by 7.1 percent annually, compared with 3.0 
percent for agriculture and 5.0 percent for services.
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Mining and energy together contributed 6 percent to ODP. 
Problems with these industries in the past have included 
shortages of fuel, electric power, and imports of machinery, 
parts, and materials for processing that caused a decline in 
industrial output before 1979.
Although mining contributes only a small portion to GDP, 
this subsector provides the raw material for such key 
industries as iron and steel, electric power, aluminum, and 
cement. There remain large untapped reserves of materials, 
and joint venture participation with foreign firms has been 
actively sought to develop this sector.
The original articles of association between Turkey and the 
E.C. brought the consideration of the formation of a customs 
union between Turkey and the E.C. by 1985. To date, relatively 
little progress has been made towards creation of a customs 
union. Turkey was to reduce tariffs on a group of 
commodities imported (primarily raw materials) by 10 percent 
increments over a 12-years period and to reduce tariffs on 
a group of manufactured goods, with the exception of 
petrochemicals, iron and steel products, textiles, and 
agricultural products, by 5 to 10 percent over a 22-year 
period. Turkey also agreed to eliminate quantitative 
restrictions on imports from the E.C..
As Turkey's customs tariffs vis-a-vis the E.C. are 
reduced, its tariffs with regard to non-E.C. countries,
5
included the U.S., will also be brought into line with the 
E.C.'s Common Customs Tariff.(Overseas Business Reports, 1989)
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s.Eoonomio Oyervlew qL Iran
At the present time the main influences on the economy arise 
from the political factors, principally the continuing adverse 
after effects of the Iran-Iraq war. During 1980-1988, the 
authorities had been preoccupied with the war effort, and 
allocations of available financial and real sources were 
influenced strongly by the claims of the military. In most 
ways the country had a full scale war economy.
The effects of disinvestment brought on by eight years of 
economic dislocation are apparent in low rates of growth, 
specially in industry and even the oil sector. The exodus of 
trained Iranians and the problem of using expatriate labor 
have combined to create an adverse impact through constraining 
the availability of skilled managerial and technical 
personnel. The basic indigenous sector, agriculture has 
to recover from the change done to it during the years when 
the oil economy was rapidly developing during the 
1970's(Neglecting agriculture and emphasizing on oil industry)
Disruption in the economy have been apparent since the
early 1980's when most large businesses closed, creating
massive unemployment. Moreover, industries that once relied
on U.S. and European technicians closed or reduced operations
during 1980-85. However, since 1985, Iran has been trying to
diversify its industry, agriculture, trade, and sources of
7
technology. Increased demand for war related products has 
also forced many factories to reopen under public 
management, thus creating more jobs.
Factories once dosed for lack of foreign skilled labor 
are also reopening, mostly using technicians from other 
developing countries.
Even if the political climate was friendlier, few 
Americans, Europeans, or Japanese would contract in Iran 
because of the disastrous erosion in the value of the Iranian 
rial, which dropped from 70 to the dollar in 1981 to the 
current rate of about 800 to the dollar in 1992. This has also 
contributed inflation estimated at more than 25 percent.
Iran has faced to a declining international market 
for oil since 1982. Deterioration in the increase generated 
by the oil and gas industry was exacerbated by a cut in 
gas exports to the U.S.S.R in the immediate aftermath of 
the revolution(1980). With the exemption of a brief period of 
recovery during 1982-1983(table 1), Iran's main economic prop, 
oil revenue, was gradually dropped by events mainly outside 
its control.
Although there was a recovery in the international oil
price after 1989, the impact on' Iranian revenue was minor
because export volumes remained depressed and unit costs of
crude exports remained abnormally high. High costs remain a
legancy of the damage done and the inadequate maintenance
8
undertaken since 1979. As a result, the government has sought 
other sources of foreign exchange, opening negotiations with 
countries previously banned like England and France.
(Table 1) Oil Export Revenues Of Iran ($mn)
Year Expart ($ )
1976 22,923
1977 23,599
1978 21,684
1979 19,186
1980 13,286
1981 12,053
1982 19,233
1983 19,225
1984 12,255
1985 13,115
1986 7,183
1987 10,515
1988 8,170
1989 12,500
1990 19,700
Source:OPEC,Annual Statistical Bulletin 
Iran also has sought to increase exports of 
petrochemicals, fertilizers, and agricultural commodities.
After the Iran-Iraq war repair of facilities, completion 
of construction and using the capacity of industries was not 
performed due to lack of sources.
The industrialized developed countries due to high 
political risks in Iran have not offered large amounts of 
credits for the reconstruction of the damages and on the other 
hand since Iran does not want to get credit from European and 
western industrialized countries the reconstruction
expenditures is acquired through internal sources.
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3.1.Industries
Handicrafts is a major economic activity which is spread 
all-over the country. The production of woolen and silk 
carpets, felt and kilims as well as other handicrafts form the 
traditional arts and create massive employment over the 
country.
Modern industry has started in 1930-40's in textile and 
food industries and it was followed by fertilizer, sugar, and 
cement. In heavy industries, cooperation started with Eastern 
bloc and continued by western investors investments in 
automotive industry, petroleum, chemicals, and steel.
Large industries, specially that of government are highly 
dependent on imported raw material, parts, machinery and 
technology. These industries were mainly designed for final 
stages of production.
The most dependent industries are machine and metal 
product industries which in 1990, 84.8% of their inputs were 
imported from abroad, next paper and printing with 
79%; chemicals with 71%; textile, leather and printing with 
55.7% imports, consisted the most highly dependent industries,
Oil industry which had the capacity of extraction and
export of up to 300 million tons of crude oil per year, after
the war it lost the refining capacity of the domestic needs
which is a few million tons. This industry with its experience
10
of over 80 years, is still importing most of its required 
machinery and technology and it is not even capable of 
exporting its crude oil with national containers.
By looking at table 2. we can observe that the maximum 
GDP growth rate was in 1881-82 period in agriculture with 
11.3% , in 1982-83 in oil and gas with 92.5%, in 1983-84 in 
industry and mining with 15.6% and at the same period in 
services with 18.6%.
( Table 2.) GDP Growth Rates (%,Constant 1974/75 prices)
80/81 81/82 82/83 83/84 84/85 85/86
Agriculture 1.9 11.3 7.9 -1.6 4.1 8.9
Oil and Gas -56.9 -17.2 92.5 0.8 -14.8 -3.6
Industry/Mining 1.6 2.7 10.5 15.6 3.2 -2.8
Services -5.5 1.9 2.8 18.6 2.1 -2.5
Source :State Institute Of Statistics,1989, Handbook
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4.AMALYSIS Q£ TRADE
4.1.History Of Econonic Relations
Turkey and Iran have had a long and close relation since 
1930's but after looking at the history of the economic 
relations it can be noticed that until 1930, when a treaty 
was signed between Turkey and Iran, the economic relations 
were at a minor level, eyenthough the political views were 
quite close.
The major economic and technical agreements were as 
follows:
-Custom duty agreement (June 1930)
-Agreement on custom operations in Turkey-Iran border(March 
1937)
-Agreement on installing telegraph and telephone lines 
(March 1937)
From those dates on the relations started improving and the 
following agreements were signed:
-Flight agreement within two countries(20 March 1951) 
-Transit contracts with two protocolsd Feb, 1954)
-R.C.D.(Regional Cooperation For Development)treaty among 
Turkey,Iran and Pakistan(22 July 1964)
-Agreement on cancellation of visa requirements for the 
residents of both countries(18 Oct. 1964)
-Agreement on economic and technical cooperation between 
two countries(6 June 1975)(1)
In the frame of R.C.D. agreement, cooperations in12
agricultural, trade, education and technical activities 
existed. The major aim of R.C.D. was to produce technical, 
cultural and economical cooperation as well as free trade of 
goods by signing tr.ade contracts and improving air, marine, 
and road transportation lines.
After the revolution in 1979 in Iran due to the doubts of 
Iran in remaining in R.C.D. or getting out,the annual 
meetings of ministries was postponed for few years and 
finally in 1984 the meeting was held in Tehran and the name 
of R.C.D. was changed to E.C.O. (Economic Cooperation 
Organization)and different ideas such as forming an Islamic 
market, establishing a bank for expanding investments of 
E.C.O. were discussed.
These agreement were based on fortification of economical 
and technical cooperation between two countries to develop the 
economies and comfort of both nations and cooperation between 
private and state owned enterprises in different areas such 
as Industry, Agriculture, and Tourism.
After the 1979 revolution due to the political point of 
views and positions the two governments relations faced 
stagnation.
During the economic embargo of Iran by the U.S. and its 
allies, impartiality and not joining the embargo improved 
the relations and the trade volume (both import and
13
export) increased noticeably (Graph 1 ).The commodities 
whose export increased were : meat, dairy products, cereals, 
animal or vegetable fat, sugar, organic chemicals, 
pharmaceutical products, dyeing extracts, soap, chemical 
products, plastics, paper and paper board, wool, wadding, 
knitted fabrics, clothing accessories, footwear, articles of 
iron and steel, copper and aluminum, machinery, vehicles, 
and musical instruments.(State Institute of Statistics,1990 
,Handbook of Turkey)
(GRAPH 1)
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However, eventhough there was an increase in the total 
volume of trade of Turkey (Graph 2,3) in the 1980's the 
percent share of Iran in the total trade volume has 
decreased(Graph 4).
The reason for this can be soaked in the political and
economical developments of Western European countries and 
the expansion of trades between Turkey and E.E.C. as well as 
the political positioning of Iran. Briefly this can be due to
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(GRAPH 2)
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4.2.Trade Relations
4.2.1.Share of the two countries in the total trades
We can observe from Graph 4 that both the volume and value 
of the trade of Turkey had increased until 1986 and the 
meanwhile drop was just coincident with the 1973 revolution 
of Iran due to the unstable situation of Iran during the 
revolution.
As it can be observed from table 3 the total value of trade 
of Turkey with Iran dropped from $533.2 millions to $187.7 
millions in 1979 and from $2343.5 million to $785.7 millioiis 
in 1986 which was due to the new policies of Iran in 
reducing the imports.
Table 3 (Turkey's Trade with Iran)
In millions of US$
Year Volume
1076 143.0
1977 213.6
1978 533.2
1979 187.7
1980 887.3
1981 748.5
1982 1538.8
1983 2309.8
1984 2316.7
1985 2343.5
1986 785.7
1987 1387.3
1988 1205.4
1989 794.5
1990 987.9
Source;State Institute of Statistics,1990,Handbook, Turkey
In a n a l y n t 5 i ’i; t‘>?rc'en taii-j.'i; o f  e/ivher expox-ty or iiMports 
by Iran by look ing at tab le  4.
(Table 4) (Iran'a Share in Turkey'o Irctde)
Year % In T u ,c· k e y ' s e xi> o r t s % I n T u r k e y ' s i  iii p o r t s
1976
1877
1878 
1873 
1980 
1881
1983
1984
1985
1986 
1887 
1988 
1983 
1990
2.13 
2.85 
10.82 
3.47
10.15 
5.76 
8.46
13.23 
14.55
11.151 .
6
4.1
2 .
99
69
60
4821
1.71
2.77
1,95
2.91 
4.97 
13.77 
18.89 
10.53 
13.56 
7.57 
4.32 
4.68
4.83
3.83
Source :State Institute of Statistics(1976-1991)
we can observe that in some periods for example in 1984 ,15J /o
of Turkey's total exports were exported to Iran and in 1984 
almost 19% of Turkey's total imports were provided by 
Iran. This shows that even though both countries have the 
capacity of providing the other's needs, due to several 
reasons they do not. For example as it can be observed in 
table 4 in 1990 the percentages dropped to 2.21% in imports 
of Turkey and to 3.83% in exports. This trend caii be 
observed also in the total oil export revenue of Iran as 
well as oil export of Iran to Turkey (Table 1 and 5).
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Tubiu b ( o n  E.iport of Iran to Tux-koy} ($iah;
1 о a X' V if. 1
1376
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987 
1938
1989
1990
109 n
165.0
488.0
176.0
801.0
515.0
748.0
1 2 2 1 . 0
1562.0
1248.0
218.0
945.0
658.0
232.0
488.0
ource:State Institute of Statistics, 1991, Handbook, Turkey
The reason for this can again be the policy of Iran in 
reducing the importfx as well as a reduction in the export of 
crude oil. By looking at table 4 we can observe that in 
1983, 1984, and 1985 the maximum share of Iran in Turkey's
both export and import took place. Turkey imported mainly 
crude oil and exported different goods, (analyi2ed in latex- 
chapters) , and due to the policies of both reductiori of 
imports of different goods and export of oil this percentage.s 
dropped. On the other hand Turkey by signing trade 
agreements with EEC countries increased its trade with those 
countries, this in addition to Iran's policies dropped the 
percentages.
In analysing the share of Turkey in Iran's total trade we 
can observe from Table 6 that Turkey's share in Iran's
20
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i:· *:'■ W j. .i .1, X li 1. i.! ; r:. a e*
a i  1 t.i i a t· e t.^ о d i t  ■,iU.U.e
^Table 6) Share or Turkey In The Total Imporis Of Iran
76 77 78 79 30 81 82 33 8<1i 85 36 S7 83 30
28 .22 .24 i 2.2 6.5 4.7 3.(• 7.5 6.3 4.2 5.2 9.1
ooui'ce: Aiiiiual Report of Foreign Trade of Iran, 1930
If we anaiyi^ e the share of Iran in th-j inports of Turkey 
from table 5 we can observe that the шах1шит share of Iran 
in pi ovicliiig the Turkey's needs was 18% which hu.;·: dropped 
more than 5 times to 3.83% in 1890 which теа.пе Turkey is 
acquiring its requirements from some other countries.
If we take a look at the non-oil exports of I ran to Turkey 
Table 7 we can see that almost none of the total exports 
of Iran consisted of non-oil products and the maximum uh.v 
in 1988 with 2.4% which dropped to 0.08% in 1989.
(Table 7)% of Non Oil Exports To Total Exports of Iran To
Turkey In Years
78 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 80 90
0 .0 .09 .09 .03 .01 .3 . 1 .56 1.62 .4 .67 .88 .32 OG
Source:Annual Statistical Supplement of Trades
This means that most of the Iran's exports consists of о i.
and only in 1085 and 1986 years it was able to export 
noticeable amounts of other goods such as iriorganio
chemicals, textile fibers, wadding, ceramic products,
machinery, and vehicles.
This means that Iran should improve the quality and 
marketing of the products in order to be competitive in 
Turkish markets.
4.2.2.Share Of Iran In Turkey's Trade Coapared To Other
Countries
By looking at table 7 which gives the ranking of countries 
according to the amount of imports and exports in selected 
years from Iran we can observe a great improvement in the 
sense of exports of Turkey to Iran since as it can be 
observed Turkey has improved from being the 32nd supplier of 
Iran's needs in 1976 to the 2nd most important supplier- 
according to the volume of exports in 1989.
( Table 7>Rank of Turkey When Compared To Other Countries 
In Providing Iran's Imports And Buying Its Exports 
In Selected Years
1976 1979 1982 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Selling Goods 32 40 3 3 5 8 4 2
Buying Goods 67 45 30 11 20 15 28 34
Source :Iran's Statistical Annual Supplement,1990
Here the capacity of both Iran and Turkey in order to
provide the other countries requirements can be observed
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clearly. Aa it can be observed and mentioned above Turkey 
has improved its situation in years but Iran has lost the 
11th position it had in 1985, and has dropped to 34tii 
supplier of Turkey's imports, this again shows the 
possibility of improvement in the current position of Iran's 
exports.
In regional analysis the most important regions by which 
Turkey is dealing are :E.E.C, O.E.C.D. followed by Middle 
East and N. Africa. The principle trading partners of Turkey 
are Iran, West Germany, Iraq, U.S, Switserland, and England.2
As it can be concluded Iran's competitors in exporting 
goods to Turkey are; W.Germany, U.S and Iraq which means the 
quality of the produced goods should be at least as good as 
the others as well as providing that quality at a cheaper 
price to gain advantage.
1 )1.1-E.I.U..Annual Supplement,(1984,85-90) 
1.2-E.I.U.,Country Profile.Turkey,1987-88
4.2.3.General Trend Of Trades
In this section the general trend of trade is discussed in 
two different period of post and pre-revolution since the 
overall policy of these two governirients differed a lot.
By looking at Table 8 we can observe a tremendous drop 
in the total exports of Iran in 1979 and 1986 as well as 
a drop in the imports during the same period which was due 
to the unstable period of revolution. The same trend can be 
observed in the exports of Iran to Turkey (graph 2).
Table 8 ( Total import and export of Iran )
millions of U.S. $
Year Import Export
1976 12,894 23,541
1977 14,070 24,260
1978 13,549 22,476
1979 9,738 19,807
1980 12,246 13,235
1981 14,693 10,234
1982 11,955 18,570
1983 18,320 19,378
1984 15,370 12,422
1985 11,635 13,328
1986 10,521 8,322
1987 9,570 12,691
1988 9,454 9,930
1989 12,970 13,439
1990 17,150 12,970
Source: International Financial Statistics, Yearbook, 1991
If we look at the trade according to the volume
or weight in Table 9 we can conclude observe that in
some periods the monetary value of the exports have been
increased almost 8 times but in weight basis it has
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increased 6 times which can be due to the increase in p r ices  
and/or the content of the exports.
(Table 9)Trend of trade of Turkey with Iran on weiglit basis 
in selected years
Years Imports From 
Turkey(tons)
% Change Non-Oil Exports 
To Turkey(tons)
% Change
1979 20369 — 101 —
1980 119024 484.3 57 -43.6
1981 464038 289.9 97 70.6
1982 1029473 121.8 165 70.1
1983 845334 -17.9 443 168.5
1884 694773 -17.8 16369 3595.0
1985 1666211 139.8 6658 -85.3
1986 1054472 -36.7 7286 8.4
1987 1080147 2.4 33799 383.9
1988 712694 -34.0 19591 -42.0
Source :i.G.M.Trade Statistics 1980-88
In non oil exports to Turkey for example in 1884 the weight 
of the exports increased 37 times, but the monetary value 
when compared to the previous years had increased only 3 
times from which we can conclude that there exists changes 
either in composition of goods or prices, or the quality was 
lowered.
If we look at the import and export trends we can observe
the negative growth rate in the imports of goods from Turkey
in 1976 to 1979 which was due to the previous governments
inclination towards importing goods from Japan and 6 otlier
industrial western countries,but as it can be observed from
graph 4 there started to be a positive growth in the trend
of imports from Turkey and the maximum amount of imports of
Iran from Turkey took place in 1983 which amounted to
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$1087.7 millions, but this trend again started to decline.
In analyzing the exports of Iran to Turkey as it can be 
observed from table 10 the maximum level of exports before 
1980 was in 1978 with $488.5 millions. After the revolution 
due to the new governments policies in expanding the exports 
it increased to $1565.7 millions in 1984 but it again dropped 
to $492.4 millions in 1990. These changes might be due to 
the increased domestic demand of Iran after the Iran-Iraq 
war.
Table 10
TliF fE i'? TRADE «1TH IRAN
H!lL10NS ÜF ÜE, i  
Ï !N  TOTAL TRADE
TEAR IMPORT VDL'JflE OF TURr.Er
li?6 I 'jR .i 33.6 143.0 4. r
IR?7 48 ,c 213.6 2r5
I?70 486.5 44.7 533.Z 7.7
iR ’ r 175.9 11.3 187.7 2.C
1R60 6v2.5 54.3 887.3 8.2
1R61 514.5 233,7 748.5 C 1
1982 747.7 791.1 1538.8 10 .!
196!· II'DI’ . I 1087.7 2309.B 1!..4
196T 1565,7 751.1 2316.7 12.
19SD 1264.7 1078.9 2343.5 12.1
1986 221,3 564.4 785.7
1=87 947.6 439.7 1367.3 7
19S8 659.6 545.6 1205.4 4 .t
19S9 233.5 561,0 794.5 2.9
1990 492.4 495,5 9 :7 .9 2.S
Again by looking at table 9 and Graph 4 we can observe that 
during 1971 to 1978 the Turkey's exports to Iran increased 
4 times ,but from 1978 to 1988 it increased 18.5 times 
and the weight of goods also increased 11 times. This 
shows that Iran which was importing most of
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its industrial goods from either U.S. or Western Europe is now 
,due to the political and other reasons discussed in chapter 6 
, willing to obtain them from Turkey which again shows an 
opportunity for both countries.
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5.COMPOSITION QE THE TRADED GOODS
5.1.Goods Imported From Turkey
As it can be observed from the table 12 there exists no 
important change in the composition of the goods imported 
from Turkey after the 1979 revolution. The most important 
change in the composition of the goods can be considered as 
the increase in the variety of the goods imported after the 
revolution from Turkey. The next important fact that can be 
noticed is that the import of some chapters (list of 
chapters, Appendix) is quite random and irregular(Table 12), 
For example chapter 1 (Live animals) which was once imported 
in 1981, was imported again from Turkey in 1983 and from 
that date on it has not been imported by Iran again. Here it 
can be concluded that these needs are acquired from some 
other source.
By looking at table 12 we can conclude that the imports 
acquired from Turkey provide an important portion of 
the goods and materials which are used in Chemical, 
Pharmaceutical, Auto, Tractor, construction and Textile 
industries which compromise the important industries, here 
we can conclude that if Turkey can cope with the 
competitors in these industries such as Japan, Germany, 
Italy, Canada, and France ,large volumes of these goods 
will still be required by Iran since it is dealing with
reconstructing the ruins and damages of the war.
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5.2.Goods Exported To Turkey
5.2.1.Mineral Fuels
By looking at Table 11 we can observe that if we consider 
(Table ll)Turkey's Imported oil and The % provided By Iran
YEARS TONS % Provided by Iran
76 11213187 11.50
77 11658768 15.29
78 10354381 49.08
79 8173202 17.62
80 10490158 30.14
81 11579743 16.32
82 13905837 23.33
83 14161786 40.51
84 15589831 47.37
85 15531897 38.03
86 16861924 11.11
87 20102220 33.22
88 21739799 25.10
89 18583831 9.54
90 19842247 16.37
Source:iGM,TRADE STATISTICS (1976-1990) 
only the period after 1979 there has been an
increase up to 1985 at which due to the decline in the price 
of oil and contradictions in determining the new price and 
pricing methods the total value of exported crude oil 
dropped 5.7 times.If we look at the total percentage of Iran 
in providing the oil used by Turkey we can observe that in 
1984 almost 50% of the total oil bought by Turkey was from 
Iran, but this has dropped to 16.37% in 1990.
The total annual consumption of oil in Turkey is 17-18 
million tons of which 2 million is produced in Turkey(2). 
2)State Institute Of Statistics Of Turkey,1990
So the rest of the needs (15-16 million tons) is provided 
by other countries such as Iraq, Libya, Saudi Arabia and 
Iran .
In energy sector there has occurred expansions in relations 
for example in 1984 a treaty was signed on laying an oil and 
natural gas pipelines. The problem is that many of the 
development projects under discussion in Iran are purely 
theoretical since the resources are lacking for their 
implementation. The Iran-Europe natural gas line falls into 
this category. However, the project has some support from 
those who argue that natural gas exports would help 
diversifying Iran's foreign exchange sources away from oil.
Bilateral talks on the proposed line with Turkey, 
Yugoslavia, Greece and others are continuing, though it is 
not yet apparent who will fund this project. In addition to 
Turkey, U.S.S.R and Czechoslovakia and Greece have agreed 
to play a role in Iranian gas export plan.
Iran is anxious to emphasize its enormous potential in 
natural gas supply and is seeking to position itself to 
claim a large share of the European gas market and thereby 
open up a new source of foreign exchange earnings. If this 
line is laid there exists large potentials in providing the 
oil and gas requirements oif Turkey.
Here it should be noted that most of Iran's Purchases from
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Turkey is according to the amount of oil sold and it is not 
in cash. Barter trade makes it easier for the countries to 
perform the deals and this is also one of the major 
reasons of the expansion of trade between Turkey and Iran. 
The major reasons that this type of trade makes the 
deals feasible are as follows : Counter trade makes it 
easy for both countries who have due to different reasons 
shortage of foreign exchange to continue their trade and the 
developing countries including Turkey and Iran are generally 
exporters of raw materials and their prices are usually kept 
low by international cartels . So counter trade makes it 
possible for trading countries to be affected much less by 
cartels.(Mustafa BATIER,Karsilikli Ticaret,1989)
5.2.2.Non-oil Products
As it can be observed from table 12 in the next section 
in the Iran's exports to Turkey most of the goods are 
vegetables or plants and rarely industrial products or semi­
finished goods.
The important goods exported to Turkey are ; Metals, 
chemicals, Leathers and skins which consist the semi- 
processed goods and Dried fruits,Biscuits and Chocolates and 
Textiles and Carpets.
By looking at the table 12 we can observe that there is no
regularity and order in the composition of exported goods of
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Iran to Turkey, for example chapters 55, 2 3 , 40 and 76 
which are staple fibers, inorganic chemicals, rubber, and 
aluminum have been exported to Turkey only once in the 
last 15 years.
When comparing the exports of Iran to Turkey after the 
revolution with the period of pre-revolution(1979)we can see 
an improvement in the sense that the variety of the goods 
have increased.This shows that Iran has also the capacity to 
provide a portion other than oil requirement of Turkey. The 
potential areas of export are chapters with continuous 
demands such as edible vegetables, edible fruits, salt, 
mineral fuels, raw hides and skins, ceramic products, and 
vehicles which were demanded since 1979 and ores, inorganic 
chemicals, rubber, wadding, aluminum, machinery, and 
optical devices which their exports have started after 1979
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5.3.ANALYSIS OF TRADED ITEMS
5.3.1.Turkey's Imports From Iran
As it can be observed from table 12 and List of Chapters 
in the Appendix the most important items exported are edible 
vegetables, fruits, gums and resins, salt, mineral fuels, 
inorganic chemicals, organic chemicals, miscellaneous chemical 
products, rubber, raw hides and skins, wool and animal hair, 
man made filaments, staple fibers, wadding, ceramic products, 
articles of iron and steel , copper, aluminum, machinery, 
and vehicles.
In the analysis those chapters are analyzed which either 
consist one of the important exports or imports of the other 
country or it is imported or exported regularly and amounts 
more than $50,000 as a reference.
Edible vegetables has been imported from Iran since 1985 and 
there has been a lot of variations since then. As it can be 
observed in 1988 a 97% drop,in 1989 a 5800% increase and again 
in 1990 a 78% drop has happened. This shows that even though 
a market exists for those items, either necessary activities 
are not performed or Turkish market is switching to other 
sources.
Edible fruits has been imported since 1987 and until 1889 it 
was imported constantly but in 1989 it showed a 89% drop
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which again raised 7183% in 1990.Here we can conclude that 
these items have a good market in Turkey.
It should be noted that since this chapter is consisted of 
fruits it is extremely dependent on that periods climate in 
both countries.
Gums and resins has been imported only twice during the last 
15 years and this shows that either it has been substituted by 
domestic products or the item is imported from other countries. 
This shows that this can be a potential item as long as it 
is competitive.
Salt and stones is one of those items whose imports by Turkey 
from Iran has started after the revolution and it has been 
imported regularly. It can be noticed that 0.4% of Turkey's 
needs of this item was procured from Iran in 1986 while it 
changed to 0.25%, 0.76, 0.53% and 0.71% in 1987,1988,1989 and 
1990 respectively.
Here we can directly conclude that Turkey is procuring its 
needs and requirements from some other countries either due 
to lower price, higher quality or exchange rates. This item can 
also be a potential area for increasing the trade volume if the 
item is competitive.
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Table 12:Turkey's Imports From Iran (^)
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Ores and ashes has not been exported to Turkey regularly which
means that it is provided by some other countries rather than
Iran. In 1985 $2146547 was exported to Turkey while it dropped 
to $ 878932 in 1986 where total imports of that chapter was 
$66 million which means that 1.33% of total imports was provided 
by Iran and in 1988 with $703610 Iran provided only 0.8% of 
Turkey's need.
Mineral fuels has been exported by Iran quite regularly and 
as it can be observed in 1986 11% of imports of this item was 
purchased from Iran and the rest from other countries, whereas 
this percentage changed to 32% in 1987, 24.35 in 1988, 8.5% in 
1989 and 12.75% in 1990.This shows that a lot of switching was
(*) List of Chapters .Appendix 35
done by Turkey from one oil producing country to the other. As 
it can be observed in the last 5 years the maximum percent was 
32% in 1987 and the minimum was 8.5% in 1989. Here it can be 
concluded that there is a lot of oapacity and need which makes 
it possible to increase the volume of trade between Turkey and 
Iran by Increasing the volume of imported oil from this country,
Table 12 Continued
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Inorganic chemicals, organic chemicals, chemical products 
rubber, filaments, staple fibers and wadding,articles of iron 
and steel, and aluminum have been imported only once or 
twice during the last 15 years which can be concluded that 
again there is either substitutes in the domestic market 
or another country is providing the needs.
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If we analyze raw hides from 1986 on we can observe that 
1.2% of the total purchases in 1986 and 0.81%,0.2% ,0.4% ,and 
0.8% in 1987,1988,1989 and 1990 respectively was from Iran 
which shows that there is a capacity for this item to at least 
increase its share.
Wool and hair has been imported by Turkey from Iran only in 
1988 which consisted 0.05% of the total imports of that item.
Table 12 Continued
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Ceramic products has been imported since 1985 in a regular
basis and eventhough it shows a decrease from $507321 to
$4329 in the first six years there is an increase to
$90246 in 1990 which shows there exists a potential for
increase in trade of this item. If we analyze this item in
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more detail and compare this with the volume imported 
by Turkey we can observe a lot of oscilations in the 
percentage procured from Iran. In 1986 0.07%, in 1987 0.04%, 
in 1988 and 1989 almost none and in 1990 0.05% was imported 
from Iran from which we can conclude as very low capacity of 
Iran or as the low quality of the products.
Iron, steel and copper were not imported regularly but in 
1990 a considerable amount has been imported from Iran 
which shows that this can be a high potential area for trade 
if there is the capacity for increasing both the volume 
and quality of the product.
Machinery is one of those chapters whose import by Turkey is 
quite irregular. It has been imported in 1976 and 1977 then 
its import has stopped, again in 1984 she imported almost 
$2.6 million and it again dropped to zero and thereafter it 
consisted almost none of Turkeys import of this chapter.
We can conclude that this chapter is imported from 
technologically more improved countries and these can not 
be competitive as long as low quality of production and 
technology is employed.
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5.2.Exports Of Turkey To Iran
Generally Turkey's exporters benefit from the countries 
low wages, abundance of natural resources and access to markets 
in the Middle East and Europe.
Major exports of Turkey include vegetables(15.9%), Food 
Industry products (6.2%), Textile Products(31.3%) , Iron And 
Steel(12.4%), Hides And Skin(5.8%), Machinery(5%) and Chemicals 
(4.7%).(SOURCE: State Institute Of Statistics Handbook 1990).
By looking at Turkey's exports to Iran we can observe that in 
addition to these items after the Iran's revolution almost all 
of the chapters have been exported to Iran at least once.
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As it can be observed from the table 13 the trend of exports 
is not constant and it varies a lot during the years. There are 
some items such as live animals which have been exported in a 
large amounts but their exports have stopped. These might be 
items that may be highly potential for export to Iran, since the 
high volume shows thast there is the need for those items. We 
can conclude that these are imported by Iran from some other 
countries.
There are also items such as meat and edible meat offal whose 
exports vary considerably eventhough it has been exported 
continuously. For example its export had reached to $70 
billions in 1982 and it has dropped to almost $ 165000 , 
such items also can be considered as potential items for 
export to Iran.
As it can be observed most of the items have been exported to 
Iran by Turkey , eventhough some of them are in quite small 
amounts or have been exported once or twice we can conclude 
that as long as the quality and price of Turkish products are 
competitive with other country origin products Iran is a 
lucrative market for them.
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Table 13.Turkey's Exports To Iran On Chapter Basis
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1967 750620 9921852 13934091 1747774 3336542 142931 52254
1936 784853 20399556 8673786 110500 12267930 1691691 5908 849470 5517
1989 656264 Б612951 17337266. 1047400 742416 18057 10396
1990 570113 3974040 446Û6282 2929072 594159 26700 24315
iTtlRiiCHfiP 96 97 98 TOTftL
1976 1495 1650 223419 33573759
1977 63834 171747 47630738
1978 43270 375545 44748199
1979 445350 11815735
I960 96900 1429314 86406195
19S1 26090 2939000 2.34E+0B
1962 3315109 7,9iE+0B
19B3 33233 2792658 1.09Et09
1964 3104 2266160 7.51E+08
1985 14773 1390809 1.Û3E+09
19S6 10923 7655 3160508 5.64E+0B
1987 76499 960538 4.4Ε+0Θ
i9se. 402405 5,46E+08
1989 1875232 5.61E+0B
199(1 453753 4.95E+C8
6.REASONS AND MOTIVES FOR THE EXPANSION OF TRADE BETWEEN
TURKEY AND IRAN
6.1.Political Reasons
6.1.1.Policy Of Iran With Respect To 3rd World Countries
The Iranian government's emphasis is on the need for 
independence from the outside world, a rejection of any 
modernization that merely imitates western fashion, and a 
re-structuring of ownership of assets. For this reason it is 
willing to cooperate in political, economical, technical and 
cultural aspects with developing countries and specially 
with Islamic ones.
Iran believes that by cooperating, both countries can 
produce their requirements through cheaper means (Labor 
and Capital) which will be beneficial for both parties. This 
is one of the motives of Iran to try to expand relations 
with Turkey.
6.1.2.Positioning Of Turkey During The Economic Embargo Of
Iran and Iran-Iraq War
After the revolution due to the stagnation in production
activities ,labor problems and lack of raw materials in Iran
the GNP of Iran dropped and government started applying
short term policies such as importing raw material and other
necessary goods to keep the industries survive. In the same
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countries which were the trade partners of I ran started 
applying an economic embargo on Iran in which Turkey did not 
take part.
This had a very important effect on the improvement of 
political relations and expansion of trade. This can be 
observed in the table 14 , as it can be observed in 1981 
which was coincident with Iran-Iraq war the total volume of 
trade suddenly raised from $748.5 millions to $1538.8 
millions in 1982, this trend was continued until 1985 when 
the total volume of trade amounted $2343.5 million.
Table 14. Turkey's Trade With Iran In millions of $U.S.
Year Total Volume of Trade(Both Import And Export)
1978 533.2
1979 187.7
1980 887.3
1981 748.5
1982 1538.8
1983 2309.8
1984 2316.7
1985 2343.5
Source: State Institute of Statistics,1990,Handbook,Turkey
The importance of this factor can be observed more 
clearly if we look at the price and quality of some of the 
goods purchased from Turkey and compare them with that of 
some other countries. For example, chapter 56 (Wadding and 
non-wovens) have been exported to Iran in large amounts by 
Turkey. If we compare the quality and price of this items 
with that of Germany and Japan (Table 15) we can observe 
that eventhough the quality was lower than that of other two
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countries and the prices were higher, the products were 
purchased from Turkey.
Table 15 ( Average Price (C.l.F) of selected 
Imported from Turkey, Japan, and Germany
Chapter 56.05.03
Produc ts 
by Iran)
(R1s/kg)
1979 1981 1983 1985 1987
Average Price 292.9 365.8 332.9 349.9 221.1
Turkey 257.9 419.0 357.3 258.2 219.8
Japan 280.4 409.3 375.4 364.7 396.0
Germany 288.9 447.2 359.4 372.5 1497.5
Chapter 56.01.01 (Rls/kg)
1979 1981 1983 1985 1987
Average Price 256.5 689.1 291.1 332.2 694.5
Turkey - - 315.4 801,6 -
Japan 270.5 390.2 326.2 334.5 -
Germany - 301.0 929.1 282.9 -
Chapter 56.01.03 (Rls/kg)
1979 1981 1983 1985 1987
Average Price 560.7 579.4 675.9 686.8 574.3
Turkey - - 774.1 699.9 623.8
Japan 607.7 649.6 686.0 723.0 743.8
Germany 616.3 605.2 544.6 651.9 -
Source: Turkey, Analysis of Problems
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6.2.Economical Reasons
6.2.1.Shortage Of Foreign Currencies
In the economical situation during the period of the Iran's 
revolution due to the disturbances in the world market, drop 
in oil exports, increased prices of imported goods, economic 
embargo of U.S. and its allies. The Iran-Iraq war and its
expenses as well as the increase in the demand of imported
goods resulted in the extensive need for foreign
currencies. Since the purchases of Iran from Turkey took
place in non-cash form or barter it made it easy for Iran to
handle the transactions in that situation.
This method is still carried in the trade of Turkey and 
Iran and its main drawback is that the parties are forced to 
by the other party's products at their price.
6.2.2.Drop In The Capacities Of The Iran's Harbors
Since a large border for the imports of Iran was the
Southern harbors and large damages had occurred on them, 
their capacities dropped. For example Khoramshahr harbor 
with a capacity of accepting 36’/. of the total ships going to 
Iran in 1977 had almost no capacity in 1982- As a result
Iran had to use other harbors which increased the risk
of marine transportation.
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This fact due to the importance of imported goods for the 
government forced authorities to give more importance to 
other means of transportation. As a result more importance 
v?as given to the roads and borders of Turkey and Pakistan.
6.2.3.Proximity Of The Countries
One of the main reasons of trade between Turkey and Iran is 
the geographic closeness of the two countries. Since the 
final price of goods is the price of the good plus the 
transportation cost. As a result we can conclude that the 
imports from Turkey are more economical in this sense. At 
this point the quality of the goods should also be taken into 
account. This means that we should put a price on the quality 
of the goods and the final price should be compared to the 
final price of the same goods if purchased from some other 
country.
But due to the economical situation of Iran , shortage of 
foreign currency and troubleless purchase of Iran's oil by 
Turkey and the need of different economic units of Iran to 
the produced goods and mid-products , the purchases from 
Turkey becoiiies necessary.
The other important feature of buying and selling goods to
Turkey is the speed of providing and delivery of the
required goods. The closeness of distances not only reduces
the transportation and other costs but also causes faster
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delivery of products to consumption and production centers 
when compared to other countries. This fast delivery also 
prevents increase in prices in short terms.
6.2.4.Turkey's Policies for Expanding Trade
Turkey's trade policy is mainly based on expanding the 
exports in order to cover some portion of the balance of 
trades deficit. The government gives prime importance to 
investments in the areas that improve the exports and has 
put certain incentives for exports in order to encourage 
exporters . In order to лаке the processes of exports easier 
certain considerations, such as giving permission to 
re-exporting goods which have import origin with out patent 
requirement, are taken which shows Turkey's policy towards 
expanding the exports.
□n the other hand Turkey also controls the import of 
goods in order to both control the rise in prices of goods 
to support the consumers as well as encourage competition of 
domestic industries with that of foreign industries in both 
price and quality.
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8. CONCLUSION
It can be conclude that there exists a lot of potential 
in increase of the trade between Turkey and Iran and the use 
of these potential areas basically depends on the policies of 
each country as well as the price and quality of the goods.
By looking at the political views and the 
general policies of the countries towards the expansion of 
trades with the other country we observe that both countries 
are willing to increase the present volume of trade.
Looking at Turkey we can observe that due to its deficit 
in the balance of trade is quite willing to export goods to 
increase it's foreign exchange reserves to be able to pay back 
its debts. Until 1980's, Turkey's domestic industry was to 
a large extent protected from import competition and foreign 
manufactures licensed their technology in order to give entry 
into the Turkish market. Since the recent radical
liberalization of Turkey's trade and investment regulations, 
the government has de-emphasized licensing and assembly 
and instead is promoting joint venture and investment which 
result in both technology and capital transfer. Areas of 
special interest include; Petroleum exploration , Mining, 
Defense industries. Banking, Transportation, Energy, Tourism, 
and Agribusiness,
An invest concept now being promoted by the Turkish
government is the build-operate-transfer(BOT), model which is
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open to foreign firms and is gaining increased foreign 
interest. Under this formula, foreign investors will build 
projects, sell their productions as services to the Turkish 
government for a specified number of years at a negotiated 
price, and return the project to the Turkish ownership. B.O.T 
effectively transfers much of the project risk to the foreign 
investor or Turkish private sector, and helps to conserve 
Turkey’s foreign exchange.
The major goods which can be provided by Turkey can be 
divided into agricultural and industrial goods. The major 
agricultural goods are Wheat, Tobacco, Cotton, and Meat. The 
industrial goods can be Textiles, Papers, Food Industries, 
Skin and leather. Cloths, Automobiles and Agricultural 
vehicles.
Looking at Iran, the major political reasons that Iran is 
willing to expand its Trades with Turkey are:
-Not attending in the economic embargo of Iran 
-im-partiality during the Iran-Iraq war
-The idea of expanding relations with third world countries 
The major economical factors are as follows;
-Shortage of foreign currency and the barter method of 
trade
-Decrease in the capacity of important harbours 
-Conveyers war in the Persian Gulf
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-Transit road of Turkey
-Closeness to consumption and production centers
The most important expenditures of the country are 
related to the industrial products, technology and know-how. 
The main problem facing the economy is the reduced 
number of people working in production fields and increased 
number in services which results in giving less importance in 
production and industrialization ( Etelaat, 18 Dec.1985), 
leading people to work in low productivity occupations.
Due to the fact that there exists petroleum reserves for 
not more than two decades, and by considering the fact of 
increasing population and increasing domestic consumption of 
oil, there is a need to give importance to other sources of 
income as well as oil industry.
Keeping in mind that the processed and final products of 
oil industry have high added values and there is large demand 
in both domestic and international markets, it would be wise 
to invest on these fields and industries. In such a 
case there would be a lot of save by producing the needs of 
domestic and international markets, and by using this money 
imports of other goods and technology will be possible. So 
investments on heavy industries, mainly parallel to oil and 
petrochmicals and reducing the exports of crude oil and gas 
can be a step towards the solution for the lack of foreign 
currrencies.
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Parallel with the policy of the government which bans 
investments of developed and western industrialized countries 
in Iran, less improved technologies from 3rd wourld countries 
like that of Turkey can be used.
The heavy industries in both countries can be selected 
such that they complete the other needs and they can agree 
on buying their needs from each other instead of buying the 
same products from highly developed countries with cutting 
edge technologies.
The problem in Iran is that within the leadership itself 
there are cleavages between those who would mobilise financial 
resources from abroad at any reasonable price and those who 
see the plan as involving an undesirable materialism which 
will bring back foreign influence and anti-Islamic corruption 
through an inevitable growth in foreign debt.
The major reasons that make the trade between Turkey and 
Iran feasible can be listed as follows:
* The policy of both countries allows the cooperation among 
the two countries
Turkey has the technology and capacity to cooperate in 
petrochemicals and refining industries
Counter-trade will make it easy for developing countries 
who due to different reasons have shortage of foreign 
exchangee hard currency) to continue their trades.
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The developing countries are generally exporters of raw 
materials and their price are usually kept low by 
international cartels. In such cases counter-trade is quite 
helpful for protecting from high prices of other goods
Today although Turkey is not facing shortage in hard 
currency for importing goods, but the increasing foreign 
debt, the original money and interest payments causes Turkey 
to look for more currencies and thus ends in importing some 
goods in barter form.
The only drawback which can be mentioned here is the fact 
of heavily dependence of Turkish Industries on European, 
American and Multinational companies investors and the 
Iranian government due to its dependence on semi-processed 
or finished goods is giving special attention to this fact. 
The reason for this is that since the Iran's government is 
seeking for independency from western countries, by signing 
contracts with Turkey and importing goods and/or technology, 
due to dependency of Turkish industries on western companies 
,Iran's industry will indirectly be dependent on foreign 
western companies and investors.
As it can be concluded the affect of governments 
policies are so powerful that the governments attempt to buy 
same goods at a higher price from countries which are 
politically closer. This can be observed specially in Iran's 
trades.
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In order to have healthy and improving trade relations 
emphasis should be on cooperations. Feasible cooperations can 
be in paper industries in which Iran is highly dependent on 
inputs, petrochemical and refining industries as well as 
auto industries.
These factories can be established at places which is 
feasible in the sense of production which means it should be 
close to raw materials, labor, markets and, etc. A proper 
place might be regions close to the shared borders of Turkey 
and Iran which will have a positive effect on developing the 
Eastern parts of Turkey.
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APPENDIX
Ch'iiFÎEfi
WMFiEFi
CHftPTEF, CODE LIST 
CHiif'TERS
INVERTESRATES 
fi«l«AL ORIGIN
j - L ) V E  fill]HALS
2 - MEAT ANA ELUGLE «EAT CEFAL
3- FlSH AÎID CRUSTACEANS,KOLLUSLS AND OTHER AflUAriC
4 - DiiIfiV PRQIiÜCTS;BÎRDS EGGS;«ATURAL HQKEY;EDIBLE PRODUCTS OF
5- PR0DUCT5 OF ANIHAt. ORIGIN
o -LlV E TREES AND OTHER PLAMTS;BULBB,ROOTS AND THE LII;E;C'JT FLOWERS AMD ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE
7 -  EDIBLE VEGITABLES AND CERTAIN ROOTS AND TUBERS
8 - EDIBLE FRUITS AND NUTS?PEEL OF CITRUS FRUITS OR MELONS 
S -C O FFEE,TEA,H A TE AND SPICES
10 - CEREALS
1 1 -  PRODUCIS OF HILLING lNDUSTRY|«ALTi6TARCHEE;IN'iiLIN;WHEAT Gl UTEH
1 7-O IL  SEEDS AND OLEAGINOUS FRUITSjMISCELLANEOyS GRAINS,SEEDS AND FRLIITjIND'JSTRIAL OR MEDICINAL PLANTS;STRAN AND FODDER
15-lACjBUMS,RESINS AND OTHER VEGETABLE SAPS AND EHRACTS
lA-VEGETASLE PLAITING MATERIALS;VEGETABLE PRODUCTS NOT ELSEWHERE INDICATED
IS-AMMAL OR VEGETADLE FATS AND THEIR CLEAVAGE PRODUCTS;t'REPAREI>£BIBLE FATSjANiMAL OR VEGETABLE WAXES 
U-FREPARATIONS OF MEAT,FISH CRUSTACEANS, MOLLUSKS OR CTHER AOUATIC INVERTEBRATES 
17-SijBARS AIÜI SUGAR CONfECTIONERY
lE-CDCOA AND COCOA FREPARATIONS FREPARATICNS OF CEREALS,FLOUR,STARCH OR MILKjPASTRY PRODUCTS 
7f-ff:£PARAnC)iS 0  ^ VEGETABLES,FRUITS;NUTS OS OTHER PARTE OF PLANTS 
DI-M ISCELLhNFC.'JS e d i b l e  pf.e p a r a t io n s
22 - BEVERACEE,SPIRITS AND VINEGAR
23- RES]DUES AND UASiE fRDIi THE fOOf IiiiiySTF.IES;PREPARED AMIKAl FODDER 
2<-TCDACC0 Aiir. MANUFACTURED TOBACCO SUBSTITUTES
2D-SALT;SULfHüft;EARTH AND STDNES;FLASTERIIiS MATERIALS,LIME AND CEMENT „
2t-0RES,Si.AC AND ASH
27-Mi RE fill fUELS,MINERAL OILS AND PRODUCTS OF THEIR DESTILlATIONsBlTUMlNDUS SUBSTAtlCES;MINERAL WAXES
2e-!N0RSAi'.lC CUE'·'I CALS; ORGANIC OR INORGANIC CONFOUNDS OF PRECIOUS METALS,RARE EARTH METALS, RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS OP. ISOTOPES
/9-ORGANlC CHEMICALS
30-PKARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
S l- F E R T U I Z E R S
32-Ta NNINS or d y e in g  EXTRACTE;TANW!NS AND THEIR ERJVATIVES;DVES,PIGMENTS AND OTHER COLOURING MATTER;PAINTS 
AND VARRNISHES;Pu TTY A®  OTHER MASTICS;INKS 
37-E5SENTÎAL OILS -AND RESINOIDS;PEfiFUMES,COSNETIC OR TOILET PREPARATIONS 
3^-SOAR, ORGANIC SURFACES,ACTIVE AGENTS,«.ASHING PREPARATIONS,LUBRICATING PREPARATIONS,ARTIFICIAL
«AXES,PREPARED WAXES .POLISHING DR SCDURINB PREPARATIONS CANDLES AND SIMILAR ARTICLES,M0DEI.L1NS PASTES .DENTAL WAXES 
AND DENTALPREPARA?IONS WITH A BASIS OF PLASTER 
3S-AJ0.MÎNDÎDA1 SUBSTANCES, MODI FI ED STARCHES,GLUE ENJYMES
:P -E X P l OSIVES, p y r o t e c h n ic  pr o d u c ts  5 MATCHES.F'YROPHORIC ALLOYS , CERTAIN COMBUSTIBLE PREPARATIONS
37-Pi'DTDGRAPilic OR CINEMATOGRAPHIC GOODS
3E-MI5CELLANECUS CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
3?-P:.AST1C; and a r t i c l e s  THEREOF
‘fU-RUDBEft AND ARTICLES THEREOF
îl-RAW HIDES , SFINS (OTHER THAN FUR SKIMB;AliD LEATHER
i?-ARTlCLES I'f LEATHER,SADDLERY,HARNESS.TRAVEL GOODS,HAND BASS,AND SIMILAR CONTAINERS,ARTICLES Of ANIMAL GlIKOTHEft THAN 
SILKHORH GUT)
43- FURS):ili AND ARTIFICIAL FUf;,MANUFACTU.RES THEREOF
44- WOOD AND ARTICLES OF WOOD,WOOD CHARCOAL 
AC-COR) AND ARTICLES Of CORK
•IR-HAriliFf.CUiRES 0- STRAW,OF ESPARTO UR OF OTHER Pl A î TINS MATERIALS ,BASKETWAR£ AND WICKERWORK 
A7-f'UuP OF «001 OR OF OTHER FIBEROUS CELLOLOSIC MATERIAL,WASTE AND SCRAP Of PAPER OR PAPER. BOARD 
iS-PA.?ER AND PAFERBOARD,ARTICLES OF PAFEF PUl.P,[lf PAPER OR. OF PAPEREHARB
ANÎ! SOWN,ARTICLES NADE Of FEATHERS OR DÖNM jARTIFICIAL FLOHERS;ARTICLES HADE FROH Ht/HAK HAIR
49-f'RIMTED BOOLE,NEWSPAPERS,PICTURES AMD OTHER PRODUCTS OF THE PRINTING INDUSTRY,HANLIECRIPTS,TYPESCRIPTS А1Ш PLANS 
5(i-S î Lî;
51- ND0L,FII!E OR COARSE ANIHAL HAIR,HORSE HAIR YARN AND WOVEN FABRIC
52- COTTON
53- QTHER VEGETABLE TEXTILE FIBERS,PAPER YARN AND WOVEN FABRICS OF PAPER YARN 
5A-NAfi HADE FILAMENTS
55- HAH MADE STAPLE FIBERS
56- WADDINC,FELT ANH NOHNOVENS ^SPECIAL YARNS;TIIIME CORDAGE,ROPES AND CABLES AND ARTICLES THEREOF
57- CARPETS ANS OTHER TEXTILE FLOOR COVERINGS
58- SPEC.IAL WOVEN FABRICS;TUFTED TEiTIL-EFABRlCS’.LACE’.TAPESTRlESiTRIMHlNSSiENERQIDERY
5 9 - IHPREGNATET,COATED,COVERED OR LAMINATED TETTILE FABRICS,TEXTILE ARTICLES OF A MIND SUITABLE FOR INS'JSTRIAL USE 
iO-XKITTED OR CROCHETED FABRICS
6Î-ART1CLES OF APPAREL AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES XNITTED OR CROCHETED 
S2-AF:TiCLES OF APPAREL AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES ,NDT KNITTED OR CROCHETED
63- OTHER NANLir ACT URAL TEXTILE ARTICLES,SETS ,USEB CLOTHING AND USED TEXTILE ARTICLES,RAGS
64- F00TWEAR,CAlTER3 AND THE LIKE,PARTS OF EACH ARTICLES 
f.fr HEAD SEAR AND PARTS THEREOF
6έ-υΐ1ΐ!Ρ£Ε1Α9,ΡΑΡΑΕ0Η.,ΝΑΐΚΙΝΒ STICKS,SEAT STICKS,«HIPS RIDING CROPS AND PARTS THEREOF 
67-PROCESSED FEATHERS 
¿B-ARTJCLES OF STONE,F1ASTER,CEMF.NT,ASBESTOS,MICA OR SIMILAR MATERIALS
69- CERAiiIC PRODUCTS
70- SLASS AMO SIASSWARE
7И1АТ1*РЙ! OR f f lT H fe  fFA?.LS,PRF.CîO!'S OR SEMiPREClOUK STONES,PRECJOUS METALS,METALS CLAD WIT-H PfiEClGUS NEIALS AND 
ARTICLES THEREOF;1НПАТШ  JEWELLERYjCOIHS 
?2-Mri'j AND STFFL 
73-fiF;T IC1.es OF IRO'. AMD STEE(
7A-CnrpFR AHO ARTICLES THEREOF 
?5-N!CKhL AlvD .iRTICLES THEREOF 
Yt-ALUiliNlUt! AND AJiTICLES THEREOF
77-iREiEfiVED FOR PDSSIELE FUTURE USE IN THE HARHÖNIIED SYSTEii)
'S - lFaO and ARTICIfS THEREOF
79-iINC AND ARTICLES THEREOF
δύ-ΤΙΝ M i ARTICLES THEREOF
EI-OTHER BASE «ETAiSjCEfiMENTB ;AF;iICLE£ THEREOF
£2-T0îîL3,İIÎPî EI'1ENTS,CUTLER;'(,SP00N3 AND FORKS,OF BASE HETAL AND PARTS THEREOF 
G3-MJSCELL.ANEOiJS ARTICLES OF BASE HETAL
64-N'J[;lEAR: reactors BOILERS,fiACHİNAftV AND MECHANICAL APPLIANCES AND PARTS THEREOF
BS-ELECTRICAL HACHINA.RV AND EGUIPHENT AND PARTS THEREOF ¡SOUND RECORDERS AND REPRODUCERS , TELEVISION IHASE AND SOUND 
RECORDERS AND REPRODUCERS , PARTS AND ACCESSORIES OF SUCH ARTICLES 
eS-PAiLWAY OP TRAMWAY LflCONOTIVES,ROLLlNS-3TDCK AND PARTS I HEREOF, RAILHAV OR TRAHiYİiY TRACK FIXTURES AND PARTS.
vHERlPF,MECHANICAL iJNCLUDIN6 ELECTF.OKECHAillLfiLLTRAFnC SIGNALLINS EBUiPKENT OF ALL KINDS 
S7-VEH!CI.ES OTHER THAN RAILWAY OR TRAMWAY ROLLINS STOCK,PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF 
EE-AIRCRiir-f,SPACECRAFT,AND PARTS THEREOF 
S9-SR IP?¡DUALS AND FLOATING 3TRUEIORES
VO Î'PTICÂl.b'iiriTÖGRAPlIlC , ClNEHftTOGP.APHIC , tiEASÜRlNG ,CHECKINS ,PREr,IS10K,MEDICAL DR SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS Ш  APPARATUS, 
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF 
91-CLC:CK5,WC;if.HES AND PARTS THEREOF 
Ş2-IV.ÎSÎCAI. sUSTRUMEIvTS,PARTS AND ACCESSORIES OF SUCH ARTICLES 
^3-ARTiS AND АМЖ.1НШОК',FARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF
94v-URtllTURE,BLDDJNB,HATTRi£S,MATTRESS SURPORTE ¡CUSHIONS AND SIMILAR STUFFED FURNISHINGS, LAMPS AND LIGHT FITTINGS 
NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED OR INCLUDED;ILLU.MINhTED SIGNS,IÜ.UH1N.ATED NAME PLATES AND THE KIKE,PREFABRICATED BlHlDIlvGS
95- T0V5,GAMES,AND SPORTS EOUIPK£NT,fARIS AlvD ACCESSORIES THEREOF
96- MiSCeLLANECL(3 MANUFACTUfiED ARTICLES
97- WPRI,S OF ART,COLLECTORS PIECES AND ЙКПОИЕЗ
